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Abstract. We derive upper and lower bounds for some statistical estimation problems. The upper bounds are established for the Gibbs algorithm. The lower bounds, applicable for all statistical estimators, match
the obtained upper bounds for various problems. Moreover, our framework can be regarded as a natural generalization of the standard minimax
framework, in that we allow the performance of the estimator to vary
for different possible underlying distributions according to a pre-defined
prior.
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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to derive upper and lower bounds for some prediction problems in statistical learning. The upper bounds are obtained for the
Gibbs algorithm. The lower bounds are obtained from some novel applications
of well-known information theoretical inequalities (specifically, data-processing
theorems). We show that the upper bounds and lower bounds have very similar
forms, and match under various conditions.
In statistical prediction, we have input space X and output space Y, and a
space of predictors G. For any X ∈ X , Y ∈ Y, and any predictor θ ∈ G, we
incur a loss Lθ (X, Y ) = Lθ (Z), where Z = (X, Y ) ∈ Z = X × Y. Consider a
probability measure D on Z. Our goal is to find θ from a random sample Ẑ
from D, such that the loss EZ Lθ (Z) is small, where EZ is the expectation with
respect to D.
In the standard learning theory, we consider n random samples instead of
one sample. The two formulations are in fact equivalent. To
Pnsee this, consider
X = {X1 , . . . , Xn } and Y = {Y1 , . . . , Yn }. Let Lθ (Z) =
i=1 Li,θ (Xi , Yi ). If
Z
=
(X
,
Y
)
are
independent
random
variables,
then
it
follows
that EZ Lθ (Z) =
i
i
Pi n
E
L
(X
,
Y
).
We
shall
thus
focus
on
the
one-sample
case
first without
i
i
i=1 Zi i,θ
loss of generality.
In this paper, we consider randomized estimators. They are defined with
respect to a prior π on G, which is a probability measure on G. For a randomized estimation method, given sample Ẑ from D, we select θ from G based on
a sample-dependent probability measure dπ̂Ẑ (θ) on G, In this paper, we shall
call such a sample-dependent probability measure as a posterior randomization
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measure (or simplified as posterior). The word posterior in this paper is not
necessarily the Bayesian posterior distribution in the traditional sense. For notational simplicity, we also use the symbol π̂ to denote π̂Ẑ . The randomized
estimator associated with a posterior randomization measure is thus completely
determined by its posterior π̂. Its posterior averaging risk is the averaged risk
of the randomized estimator drawn from this posterior randomization measure,
which can be defined as
Z
Eθ∼π̂ EZ Lθ (Z) = EZ Lθ (Z)dπ̂(θ).
In this paper, we are interested in estimating this average risk for an arbitrary
posterior π̂. The statistical complexity of this randomized estimator π̂ will be
measured by its KL-entropy respect to the prior, which is defined as:
Z
dπ̂(θ)
dπ̂(θ),
(1)
DKL (π̂||π) =
ln
dπ
G
assuming it exists.

2

Analysis of the Gibbs Algorithm

Theoretical properties of the Gibbs algorithm have been studied by various researchers. In particular, some bounds obtained in this paper are related (but not
identical) to independently obtained results in [3]. The main technical tool used
here, based on the following lemma, is simpler and more general. See [8, 9] for
its proof.
Lemma 1. Consider randomized estimation, where we select posterior π̂ on G
based on Ẑ, with π a prior. Consider a real-valued function Lθ (Z) on G × Z.
−Lθ (Z)
c(α) = ln Eθ∼π Eα
,
Ze

then ∀t, the following event holds with probability at least 1 − exp(−t):
−(1 − α)Eθ∼π̂ ln EZ e−Lθ (Z) ≤ Eθ∼π̂ Lθ (Ẑ) + DKL (π̂||π) + c(α) + t.
Moreover, we have the following expected risk bound:
h
i
−(1 − α)EẐ Eθ∼π̂ ln EZ e−Lθ (Z) ≤ EẐ Eθ∼π̂ Lθ (Ẑ) + DKL (π̂||π) + c(α).

If we choose α = 0 in Lemma 1, then c(α) = 0. However, choosing α ∈ (0, 1) is
useful for some parametric problems, where we would like to obtain a convergence
rate of the order O(1/n). In such cases, the choice of α = 0 would lead to a rate
of O(ln n/n), which is suboptimal.
We shall consider the case of n iid samples Ẑ = (Ẑ1 , . . . , Ẑn ) ∈
= Z1 ×
PZ
n
· · · × Zn , where Z1 = · · · = Zn . The loss function is Lθ (Ẑ) = ρ i=1 `θ (Ẑi ),
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where ` is a function on G × Z1 and ρ > 0 is a constant. The Gibbs algorithm is
a randomized estimator π̂ρ defined as:
dπ̂ρ =

exp(−ρ

Pn

i=1 `θ (Ẑi ))
Pn
Eθ∼π exp(−ρ i=1 `θ (Ẑi ))

dπ.

(2)

It is not difficult to verify that it minimizes the right hand side of Lemma 1
among all probability distributions on G:
"
#
n
X
π̂ρ = arg inf ρEθ∼π̂
`θ (Ẑi ) + DKL (π̂||π) .
(3)
π̂

i=1

Lemma 2. Define resolvability
rρ = −

1
ln Eθ∼π e−ρnEZ1 `θ (Z1 ) .
ρn

Then ∀α ∈ [0, 1), the expected generalization performance of the Gibbs algorithm
(2) can be bounded as


1
ρ
−ρ`θ (Z1 )
αn −ρ`θ (Z1 )
rρ +
ln Eθ∼π EZ1 e
.
−EẐ Eθ∼π̂ρ ln EZ1 e
≤
1−α
ρn

Proof. We obtain from (3)
"
EẐ ρEθ∼π̂ρ

n
X

#
`θ (Ẑi ) + DKL (π̂ρ ||π)

i=1

"
≤ inf0 EẐ ρEθ∼π0
π

n
X

#
0

`θ (Ẑi ) + DKL (π ||π)

i=1

h
i
≤ inf0 ρnEθ∼π0 EẐi `θ (Ẑi ) + DKL (π 0 ||π) = ρnrρ .
π

Pn
Let Lθ (Ẑ) = ρ i=1 `θ (Ẑi ). Substituting the above bound into the right hand
side of the second inequality of Lemma 1, and using the fact that EZ e−Lθ (Z) =
EnZ1 e−ρ`θ (Z1 ) , we obtain the desired inequality.
Theorem 1. Consider the Gibbs algorithm in (2). Assume there exist positive
constants K such that ∀θ:
EZ1 `θ (Z1 )2 ≤ KEZ1 `θ (Z1 ).
Under either of the following conditions:
– Bounded loss: ∃M ≥ 0 s.t. − inf θ,Z1 `θ (Z1 ) ≤ M ; let βρ = 1 − K(eρM −
ρM − 1)/(ρM 2 ).
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– Bernstein loss: ∃M, b > 0 s.t. EZ1 (−`θ (Z1 ))m ≤ m!M m−2 KbEZ1 `θ (Z1 ) for
all θ ∈ G and integer m ≥ 3; let βρ = 1 − Kρ(1 − ρM + 2bρM )/(2 − 2ρM ).
Assume we choose a sufficiently small ρ such that βρ > 0. Let the (true) expected
loss of θ be R(θ) = EZ1 `θ (Z1 ), then the expected generalization performance of
the Gibbs algorithm is bounded by


1
1
rρ +
ln Eθ∼π e−αρβρ nR(θ) ,
(4)
EẐ Eθ∼π̂ρ R(θ) ≤
(1 − α)βρ
ρn
where rρ is the resolvability defined in Lemma 2.
Proof. (Sketch) Under the bounded-loss condition, we can use the following moment generating function estimate:
eρM − ρM − 1
EZ1 `θ (Z1 )2
ln EZ1 e−ρ`θ (Z1 ) ≤ − ρEZ1 `θ (Z1 ) +
2
M


K
≤ − ρ − 2 (eρM − ρM − 1) EZ1 `θ (Z1 ) = −ρβρ EZ1 `θ (Z1 ).
M
Now substitute this bound into Lemma 2, and simplify, we obtain the desired
result. The proof is similar for the Bernstein-loss condition (with appropriate
logarithmic moment generating function estimate).
Remark 1. Since (ex − x − 1)/x → 0 as x → 0, we know that the first condition
βρ > 0 can be satisfied as long as we pick a sufficiently small ρ. In fact, using
the inequality (ex − x − 1)/x ≤ 0.5xex (when x ≥ 0), we may also take βρ =
1 − 0.5ρKeρM in the first condition of Theorem 1.
We shall now study consequences of (4) under some general conditions on
the local prior structure π() = π({θ : R(θ) ≤ }) around the best achievable
parameter. For some specific forms of local prior conditions, convergence rates
can be stated very explicitly.
Theorem 2. If (4) holds with a non-negative function R(θ), then
EẐ Eθ∼π̂ρ R(θ) ≤

∆(αβρ , ρn)
,
(1 − α)βρ ρn

where


max(0, π(/a) − v)
v + (1 − v) exp(−bu)
∆(a, b) = ln inf sup
+ inf
,
u,v ≤u

π()
π()e−b
and π() = π({θ : R(θ) ≤ }).
Proof. We have
1
1
rρ = −
ln Eθ∼π e−ρnR(θ) = −
ln
ρn
ρn

Z

π(/(ρn)) e− d .
|
{z
}
A
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Similarly, the second term on the right hand side of (4) is
Z
1
1
−αρβρ nR(θ)
ln π(/(αβρ ρn)) e− d
ln Eθ∼π e
=
ρn
ρn


Z ρnu


1
≤
ln 
(π(/(αρβρ n)) − v) e− d + v + (1 − v)e−ρnu 
.

ρn
|
{z
}
0
|
{z
}
C
B

To finish the proof, we only need to show that (B + C)/A ≤ e∆(αβρ ,ρn) .
Consider arbitrary real numbers u and v. From the expressions, it is easy to
max(0,π(/(αβρ ))−v)
see that B/A ≤ sup≤u
. Moreover, since A ≥ sup (π()e−ρn ),
π()
−ρn
we have C/A ≤ C/ sup (π()e
). Combining these inequalities, we have (B +
C)/A ≤ e∆(αβρ ,ρn) . The desired bound is now a direct consequence of (4).
In the following, we give two simplified bounds, one with global entropy,
which gives correct rate of convergence for non-parametric problems. The other
bound is a refinement that uses localized entropy, useful for parametric problems.
They direct consequences of Theorem 2.
Corollary 1 (Global Entropy Bound). If (4) holds, then
inf  [ρn − ln π()]
2¯
global
≤
,
βρ ρn
βρ
n
o
1
1
where π() = π({θ : R(θ) ≤ }) and ¯global = inf  :  ≥ ρn
ln π()
.
EẐ Eθ∼π̂ρ R(θ) ≤

Proof. For the first inequality, we take v = 1 in Theorem 2, and let α → 0.
For the second inequality, we simply note from the definition of ¯global that
inf  [ρn − ln π()] ≤ 2ρn¯
global .
Corollary 2 (Local Entropy Bound). If (4) holds, then
¯local
,
EẐ Eθ∼π̂ρ R(θ) ≤
(1 − α)βρ
where π() = π({θ : R(θ) ≤ }), and
(

)
2

αβρ
π(0 /(αβρ )) exp(−ρnu)
¯local =
+ inf
:  ≥ sup
ln
+
.
ρn
αβρ
π(0 )
π(u)
0 ∈[,2u] ρn
Proof. For the first inequality, we simply take u = u2 and v = π(u1 /(αβρ )) in
Theorem 2, and use the following bounds
max(0, π(/(αβρ )) − v)
π(/(αβρ ))
≤ sup
,
π()
π()
∈[u1 ,u2 ]
ρnu1
v
v
≤ −ρnu /(αβ ) = exp(
),
−ρn
1
ρ
sup (π()e
)
αβρ
ve
exp(−ρnu2 /2)
(1 − v) exp(−ρnu)
exp(−ρnu2 )
=
≤
.
−ρn
−ρnu
/2
2
sup (π()e
)
π(u2 /2)
π(u2 /2)e
sup
≤u
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For the second inequality, we let u2 = 2u and u1 /(αβρ ) = ¯local − ln 2/(ρn).
π(/(αβρ ))
1
Then by the definition of ¯local , we have sup∈[u1 ,u2 ]
+ exp( ρnu
π()
αβρ ) +
exp(−ρnu2 /2)
π(u2 /2)

1
≤ 2 exp( ρnu
local ). This gives the second inequality.
αβρ ) = exp(ρn¯

Remark 2. By letting u → ∞ in the definition of ¯local , we can see easily that
¯local ≤ ln 2/(ρn) + ¯global /(αβρ ). Therefore using the localized complexity ¯local
is always better (up to a constant) than using ¯global . If the ratio π(/(αβρ ))/π()
is much smaller than π(), the localized complexity can be much better than the
global complexity.
In the following, we consider three cases of local prior structures, and derive
the corresponding rates of convergence. Comparable lower-bounds are given in
Section 4.
2.1

Non-parametric type local prior

It is well known that for standard nonparametric families such as smoothing
splines, etc, the -entropy often grows at the order of O(−r ) for some r > 0.
We shall not list detailed examples here, and simply refer the readers to [5–7]
and references there-in. Similarly, we assume that there exists constants C and
r such that the prior π() satisfies the condition:
C1 −r ≤ ln

1
≤ C2 −r .
π()

This implies that ¯global ≤ (C2 /(ρn))1/(1+r) . It is easy to check that ¯local is
the same order of ¯global when C1 > 0. Therefore, for prior that behaves nonparametrically around the truth, it does not matter whether we use global complexity or local complexity.
2.2

Parametric type local prior

For standard parametric families, the prior π has a density with an underlying
dimensionality d: π() = O(−d ). We may assume that the following condition
holds:
1
1
1
≤ C2 + d ln .
C1 + d ln ≤ ln

π()

This implies that ¯global is of the order d ln n/n. However, we have
¯local ≤

ln 2 + C2 − C1 − d ln(αβρ )
,
ρn

which is of the order O(d/n) for large d. In this case, we obtain a better rate of
convergence using localized complexity measure.
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Singular local prior

It is possible to obtain a rate of convergence faster than O(1/n). This cannot be
obtained with either ¯global or ¯local , which are of the order no better than n−1 .
The phenomenon of faster than O(1/n) convergence rate is related to superefficiency and hence can only appear at countably many isolated points.
To see that it is possible to obtain faster than 1/n convergence rate (super
efficiency) in our framework, we only consider the simple case where
π(/(αβρ ))
= 1.
π()
≤2u
sup

That is, we have a point-like prior mass at the truth with zero density around it
(up to a distance of 2u). In this case, we can apply Corollary 2 with u1 = −∞
and u2 = 2u, and obtain
h
i
ln 1 + exp(−ρnu)
π(u)
EẐ Eθ∼π̂ρ R(θ) ≤
.
(1 − α)βρ ρn
This gives an exponential rate of convergence. Clearly this example can be generalized to the case that a point is not completely isolated from its neighbor.

3

Some Examples

We focus on consequences and applications of Theorem 1. Specifically, we give
two important examples for which (4) holds with some positive constants α, ρ,
and βρ .
3.1

Conditional density estimation

Conditional density estimation is very useful in practical applications. It includes
the standard density estimation problem widely studied in statistics as a special
case. Moreover, many classification algorithms (such as decision trees or logistic
regression) can be considered as conditional density estimators.
Let Z1 = (X1 , Y1 ), where X1 is the input variable, and Y1 is the output
variable. We are interested in estimating the conditional density p(Y1 |X1 ). In
this framework, we assume (with a slight abuse of notation) that each parameter
θ corresponds to a conditional density function: θ(Z1 ) = p(Y1 |θ, X1 ). In density
estimation, we consider negative log loss function − ln θ(Z1 ). Our goal is to
find a randomized conditional density estimator θ from the data, such that the
expected log-loss −EZ1 ln θ(Z1 ) is as small as possible.
In this case, the Gibbs estimator in (2) becomes
dπ̂ρ ∝

n
Y
i=1

θ(Ẑi )ρ dπ,

(5)
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which corresponds to the Bayesian posterior distribution when ρ = 1. Lemma 2
can be directly applied since the left hand side can be interpreted as a (Hellingerlike) distance between distributions. This approach has been taken in [8]. However, in this section, we are interested in using the log-loss on the left-hand
side.
We further assume that θ is defined on a domain G which is a closed convex
density class. However, we do not assume that G contains the true conditional
density. We also let θG be the optimal density in G with respect to the log loss:
EZ1 ln

1
1
= inf EZ1 ln
.
θG (Z1 ) θ∈G
θ(Z1 )

In the following, we are interested in a bound which compare the performance
of the randomized estimator (5) to the best possible predictor θG ∈ G, and thus
define
θG (Z1 )
`θ (Z1 ) = ln
.
θ(Z1 )
In order to apply Theorem 1, we need the following variance bound. We skip the
proof due to the space limitation.
Proposition 1. If there exists a constant MG ≥ 0 such that −MG EZ1 `θ (Z1 )2 ≤
G
EZ1 `θ (Z1 )3 . Then EZ1 `θ (Z1 )2 ≤ 8M
3 EZ1 `θ (Z1 ).
Using this result, we obtain the following theorem from Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. Consider the estimator (5) for conditional density estimation (unG (Z1 )
der log-loss). Then ∀α ∈ [0, 1), inequality (4) holds with R(θ) = EZ1 ln θθ(Z
1)
under either of the following two conditions:
1)
– supθ1 ,θ2 ∈G,Z1 ln θθ12 (Z
(Z1 ) ≤ MG : we pick ρ such that βρ = (11ρMG + 8 −
8eρMG )/(3ρMG ) > 0.
1) 2
1) m
– ∀θ ∈ G and m ≥ 3, EZ1 (ln θθ(Z
) ≤ m!MGm−2 bEZ1 (ln θθ(Z
) : we pick ρ
G (Z1 )
G (Z1 )
such that βρ = 1 − 8bρMG (1 − ρMG + 2bρMG )/(1 − ρMG ) > 0.

Proof. Under the first condition, using Proposition 1, we may take K = 8/3MG
and M = MG in Theorem 1 (bounded loss case). Under the second condition,
using Proposition 1, we may take K = 16MG b and M = MG in Theorem 1
(Bernstein loss case).
Similar to the remark after Theorem 1, we may also let βρ = (3−4ρMG eρMG )/3
under the first condition of Theorem 3. The second condition involves moment
inequalities that needs to be verified for specific problems. It applies to certain
unbounded conditional density families such as conditional Gaussian models
with bounded variance. We shall discuss a related scenario in the least squares
regression case. Note that under Gaussian noise with identical variance, the conditional density estimation using the log-loss is equivalent to the estimation of
conditional mean using least squares regression.
Since for log-loss, (4) holds under appropriate boundedness or moment assumptions on the density family, consequences in Section 2 applies. As we shall
show in Section 4, similar lower bounds can be derived.
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Least squares regression

Let Z1 = (X1 , Y1 ), where X1 is the input variable, and Y1 is the output variable.
We are interested in predicting Y1 based on X1 . We assume that each parameter
θ corresponds to a predictor: θ(X1 ). The quality of the predictor is measured by
the mean squared error EZ1 (θ(X1 )−Y1 )2 . In this framework, the Gibbs estimator
in (2) becomes
"
#
n
X
2
π̂ρ ∝ exp −ρ
(θ(Xi ) − Yi ) .
(6)
i=1

We further assume that θ is defined on a domain G, which is a closed convex
function class. Let θG be the optimal predictor in G with respect to the least
squares loss:
EZ1 (θG (X1 ) − Y1 )2 = min EZ1 (θ(X1 ) − Y1 )2 .
θ∈G

In the following, we are interested in comparing the performance of the randomized estimator (5) to the best possible predictor θG ∈ G. Define
`θ (Z1 ) = (θ(X1 ) − Y1 )2 − (θG (X1 ) − Y1 )2 .
We have the following proposition. Again, we skip the proof due to the limitation
of space.
Proposition 2. Let AG = supX1 ,θ∈G |θ(X1 )−θG (X1 )| and supX1 ,θ∈G EY1 |X1 |θ(X1 )−
Y1 |m ≤ m!BGm−2 MG for m ≥ 2. Then we have:
EZ1 (−`θ (Z1 ))m ≤ m!(2AG BG )m−2 4MG EZ1 `θ (Z1 ).

The moment estimates can be combined with Theorem 1, and we obtain the
following theorem.
Theorem 4. Consider the estimator (6) for least squares regression. Then ∀α ∈
[0, 1), inequality (4) holds with R(θ) = EZ1 (θ(X1 ) − Y1 )2 − EZ1 (θG (X1 ) − Y1 Z)2 ,
under either of the following conditions:
– supθ∈G,Z1 (θ(X1 ) − Y1 )2 ≤ MG : we pick ρ such that βρ = (5ρMG + 4 −
4eρMG )/(ρMG ) > 0.
– Proposition 2 holds for all integer m ≥ 2: we pick small ρ such that βρ =
1 − 4MG ρ/(1 − 2AG BG ρ) > 0.
Proof. Under the first condition, using Proposition 2, we have MG ≤ supθ∈G,Z1 (θ(X1 )−
Y1 )2 . We may thus take K = 4MG and M = MG in Theorem 1 (bounded loss
case). Under the second condition, using Proposition 2, we can let K = 8MG ,
M = 2AG BG and b = 1/2 in Theorem 1 (Bernstein loss case).
The theorem applies to unbounded regression problems with exponentially
decaying noise such as Gaussian noise. For example, the following result holds.
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Corollary 3. Assume that there exists function y0 (X) such that
– For all X1 , the random variable |Y1 − y0 (X1 )|, conditioned on X1 , is dominated by the absolute value of a zero-mean Gaussian random variable1 with
standard deviation σ.
– ∃ constant b > 0 such that supX1 |y0 (X) − θ(X1 )| ≤ b.
If we also choose A such that A ≥ supX1 ,θ∈G |θ(X1 ) − θG (X1 )|, then (4) holds
with βρ = 1 − 4ρ(b + σ)2 /(1 − 2A(b + σ)ρ) > 0.

4

Lower Bounds

The purpose of this section is to prove some lower bounds which hold for arbitrary statistical estimators. Our goal is to match these lower bounds to the
upper bounds proved earlier (at least for certain problems), which implies that
the Gibbs algorithm is near optimal.
Upper bounds we obtained in previous sections are for every possible realization of the underlying distribution. It is not possible to obtain a lower bound
for any specific realization since we can always design an estimator that picks
a parameter that achieves the best possible performance under this particular
distribution. However, such an estimator will not work well for a different distribution. Therefore as far as lower bounds are concerned, we are interested in
the performance averaged over a set of underlying distributions.
In order to obtain lower bounds, we associate each parameter θ with a probability distribution qθ (x, y) so that we can take samples Zi = (Xi , Yi ) from this
distribution. In addition, we shall design the map in such a way that the optimal parameter under this distribution is θ. For (conditional) density estimation,
the map is the density itself. For regression, we associate each predictor θ with
a conditional Gaussian distribution with constant variance and the conditional
mean given by the prediction θ(X1 ) of each input X1 .
We consider the following scenario: we put a prior π on θ, which becomes a
prior on the distribution qθ (x, y). Assume that we are interested in estimating
θ, under a loss function `θ (Z1 ), then the quantity
Rθ (θ0 ) = EZ1 ∼qθ `θ0 (Z1 )
is the true risk between an estimated parameter θ0 and the true distribution
parameter θ. The average performance of an arbitrary randomized estimator
θ̂(Z) can thus be expressed as
Eθ∼π EZ∼qθ (Z) Rθ (θ̂(Z)),

(7)

where Z consists of n independent samples Z = {(X1 , Y1 ), . . . , (Xn , Yn )} from
the underlying density. In this section, we are mainly interested in obtaining a
1

That is, conditioned on X1 , the moments of |Y1 − y0 (X1 )| with respect to Y1 are no
larger than the corresponding moments of the dominating Gaussian random variable.
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lower bound for any possible estimator, so that we can compare this lower bound
to the upper bound for the Gibbs algorithm developed earlier.
Note that (7) only gives one performance measure, while the upper bound
for the Gibbs method is specific for every possible truth qθ . It is thus useful
to study the best local performance around any possible θ with respect to the
underlying prior π. To address this issue, we observe that for every partition of
the θ space into the union of disjoint small balls Bk , we may rewrite (7) as
X

π(Bk )Eθ∼πBk EZ∼qθ (Z) Rθ (θ̂(Z)),

j

where for each small ball Bk , the localized prior is defined as:
πBk (A) =

π(A ∩ Bk )
.
π(Bk )

Therefore, instead of bounding the optimal Bayes risk with respect to the global
prior π in (7), we shall bound the optimal risk with respect to a local prior
πB for a small ball B around any specific parameter θ, which gives a more
refined performance measure. In this framework, if for some small local ball πB ,
the Gibbs algorithm has performance not much worse than the best possible
estimator, then we can say that it is locally near optimal.
The main theorem in our lower bound analysis is presented below. Related
techniques appeared in [2, 4, 7].
Theorem 5. Consider an arbitrary randomized estimator θ̂(Z) that takes value
in B 0 ⊂ G, where Z consists of n independent samples Z = {(X1 , Y1 ), . . . , (Xn , Yn )}
from some underlying density qθ , then for all non-negative functions Rθ (θ0 ), we
have


1
Eθ∼πB EZ∼qθ (Z) Rθ (θ̂(Z)) ≥ 0.5 sup  : 0inf 0 ln
≥
2n∆
+
4
,
B
θ ∈B
πB ({θ : Rθ (θ0 ) < })
where ∆B = Eθ∼πB Eθ0 ∼πB DKL (qθ (Z1 )||qθ0 (Z1 )).
Qn
Proof. The joint distribution of (θ, Z) is given by i=1 qθ (Zi )dπB (θ). Denote by
I(θ, Z) the mutual information between θ and Z. Now let Z 0 be a random variable
independent of θ and with the same marginal of Z, then by definition, the mutual
information can be regarded as the KL-divergence between the joint distributions
of (θ, Z) and (θ, Z 0 ), which we write (with a slight abuse of notation) as:
I(θ, Z) = DKL ((θ, Z)||(θ, Z 0 )).
Now consider an arbitrary estimator θ̂ : Z → B 0 . By the data processing theorem
for KL-divergence (that is, processing does not increase KL-divergence), with
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input (θ, Z) ∈ G × Z and binary output 1(Rθ (θ̂(Z)) ≤ ), we obtain
DKL (1(Rθ (θ̂(Z)) ≤ )||1(Rθ (θ̂(Z 0 )) ≤ ))
≤DKL ((θ, Z)||(θ, Z 0 )) = I(θ, Z)
qθ1 (Z)
Eθ2 ∼πB qθ2 (Z)
qθ (Z)
≤Eθ1 ∼πB EZ∼qθ1 (Z) Eθ2 ∼πB ln 1
qθ2 (Z)
=nEθ1 ∼πB Eθ2 ∼πB DKL (qθ1 ||qθ2 ) = n∆B .
=Eθ1 ∼πB EZ∼qθ1 (Z) ln

The second inequality is a consequence of Jensen’s inequality and the concavity
of logarithm.
Now let p1 = P (Rθ (θ̂(Z)) ≤ ) and p2 = P (Rθ (θ̂(Z 0 )) ≤ ), then the above
inequality can be rewritten as:
DKL (p1 ||p2 ) = p1 ln

p1
1 − p1
+ (1 − p1 ) ln
≤ n∆B .
p2
1 − p2

Since θ̂(Z 0 ) is independent of θ, we have
p2 ≤ sup πB ({θ : Rθ (θ0 ) ≤ }).
θ 0 ∈B 0

Now we consider any  such that supθ0 ∈B 0 πB ({θ : Rθ (θ0 ) < }) ≤ 0.25e−2n∆B .
This implies that p2 ≤ 0.25e−2n∆B ≤ 0.25.
We now show that in this case, p1 ≤ 1/2. Since DKL (p1 ||p2 ) is increasing in
[p2 , 1], we only need to show that DKL (0.5||p2 ) ≥ n∆B . This easily follows from
the inequality
DKL (0.5||p2 ) ≥ 0.5 ln

0.5
0.5
+ 0.5 ln
≥ n∆B .
p2
1

Now, we have shown that p1 ≤ 0.5, which implies that P (Rθ (θ̂(Z)) ≥ ) ≥ 0.5.
Therefore we have Eθ∼πB EZ∼qθ (Z) Rθ (θ̂(Z)) ≥ 0.5.
Theorem 5 has a form that resembles Corollary 2. In the following, we state
a result which shows the relationship more explicitly.
Corollary 4 (Local Entropy Lower Bound). Under the notations of Theorem 5. Consider a reference point θ0 ∈ G, and balls B(θ0 , ) ⊂ G which contains
θ0 and indexed by  > 0, such that
sup

DKL (qθ (Z1 )||qθ0 (Z1 )) ≤ .

θ1 ,θ2 ∈B(θ0 ,)

Given u > 0, consider (θ0 , u) which satisfies:


π(B(θ0 , u))
(θ0 , u) = sup  : 0inf 0 ln
≥
2nu
+
4
,
θ ∈B
π({θ : Rθ (θ0 ) < } ∩ B(θ0 , u))
>0
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then locally around θ0 , we have
Eθ∼πB(θ0 ,u(θ0 ,u)) EZ∼qθ (Z) Rθ (θ̂(Z)) ≥ 0.5(θ0 , u).
The definition of B(θ0 , ) requires that within the B(θ0 , ) ball, the distributions qθ are nearly indistinguishable up to a scale of , when measured by their
KL-divergence. Corollary 4 implies that the local performance of an arbitrary
statistical estimator cannot be better than (θ0 , u)/2. The bound in Corollary 4
will be good if the ball π(B(θ0 , )) is relatively large. That is, there are many distributions that are statistical nearly indistinguishable (in KL-distance). Therefore the bound of Corollary 4 is similar to Corollary 2, but the localization is
within a small ball which is statistically nearly indistinguishable (rather than
the R(·) localization for the Gibbs estimator). From an information theoretical
point of view, this difference is rather intuitive and clearly also necessary since
we allow arbitrary statistical estimators (which can simply estimate the specific
underlying distribution qθ if they are distinguishable).
It follows that if we want the upper bound in Corollary 2 to match the lower
bound in Corollary 4, we need to design a map θ → qθ such that locally around
θ0 , a ball with small R(·) risk is also small information theoretically in terms of
the KL-distance between qθ and qθ0 . Consider the following two types of small
R balls:
B1 (θ, ) = {θ0 : Rθ (θ0 ) < },

B2 (θ, ) = {θ0 : Rθ0 (θ) < }.

Now assume that we can find a map θ → qθ such that locally around θ0 , qθ
within a small B1 -ball is also small in the information theoretical sense (small
KL-distance). That is, we have for some c > 0 that
sup{DKL (qθ (Z1 )||qθ0 (Z1 )) : θ, θ0 ∈ B1 (θ0 , c)} ≤ .

(8)

For problems such as density estimation and regression studied in this paper, it
is easy to design such a map (under mild conditions such as the boundedness of
the loss). We shall not go into the details for verifying specific examples of (8).
Now, under this condition, we can take


π(B1 (θ0 , cu))
≥
2nu
+
4
.
(θ0 , u) = sup  : 0inf 0 ln
θ ∈B
π(B2 (θ0 , ) ∩ B1 (θ0 , cu))
>0
As a comparison, according to Corollary 2, the Gibbs method at θ0 gives an
upper bound of the following form (which we simplify to focus on the main
term) with some constant u0 ∈ (0, 1):


2
π(B1 (θ0 , 0 ))
¯local ≤
+ inf  : ρn ≥ sup ln
.
ρn
π(B1 (θ0 , u0 0 ))
0 ≥
Essentially, the local upper bound for the Gibbs algorithm is achieved at ¯local
such that
π(B1 (θ0 , 0 ))
n¯
local ∼ sup ln
,
π(B1 (θ0 , u0 0 ))
0 ≥¯
local
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where we use ∼ to denote approximately the same order, while the lower bound
in Corollary 4 implies that (let u0 = 1/(cu)):
n ∼ 0inf 0 ln
θ ∈B

π(B1 (θ0 , ))
.
π(B2 (θ0 , u0 ) ∩ B1 (θ0 , ))

From this, we see that our upper and lower bounds are very similar. There are
two main differences which we outline below.
– In the lower bound, for technical reasons, B2 appears in the definition of the
local entropy. In order to argue that the difference does not matter, we need
to assume that the prior probabilities of B1 and B2 are of the same order.
– In the lower bound, we use the smallest local entropy in a neighbor of θ0 ,
While in the upper bound, we use the largest local entropy at θ0 across
different scales. This difference is not surprising since the lower bound is
with respect to the average in a small neighborhood of θ0 .
Both differences are relatively mild and somewhat expected. We consider two
situations which parallel Section 2.1 and Section 2.2.
4.1

Non-parametric type local prior

Similar to Section 2.1, we assume that for some sufficiently large constant v:
there exist 0 < C1 < C2 such that
C2 −r ≤ 0inf 0 ln
θ ∈B

π(B2

(θ0 , )

1
,
∩ B1 (θ0 , v))

ln

1
≤ C1 −r ,
π(B1 (θ0 , v))

which measures the order of global entropy around a small neighborhood of θ0 .
Now under the condition (8) and let u = v/c, Corollary 4 implies that

 ≥ sup  : 2un + 4 ≤ (C2 − C1 )−r .
This implies that  is of the order n−1/(1+r) , which matches the order of the
Gibbs upper bound ¯global in Section 2.1.
4.2

Parametric type local prior

Similar to Section 2.2, we assume that for some sufficiently large constant v:
there exist 0 < C1 < C2 such that
C2 +d ln

1
1
≤ 0inf 0 ln
,
0
θ ∈B

π(B2 (θ , ) ∩ B1 (θ0 , v))

ln

1
1
≤ C1 +d ln .
π(B1 (θ0 , v))


which measures the order of global entropy around a small neighborhood of θ0 .
Now under the condition (8) and let u = v/c, Corollary 4 implies that

 ≥ sup  : 2c−1 n ≤ C2 − C1 − 4 .
That is, we have a convergence rate of the order 1/n, which matches the parametric upper bound ¯local for the Gibbs algorithm in Section 2.2.
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Discussions

In this paper, we established upper and lower bounds for some statistical estimation problems. Our upper bound analysis is based on a simple information theoretical inequality, which can be used to analyze randomized estimation methods
such as Gibbs algorithms. The resulting upper bounds rely on the local prior decaying rate in some small ball around the truth. Moreover, we are able to obtain
lower bounds that have similar forms as the upper bounds. For some problems
(such as density estimation and regression), the upper and lower bounds match
under mild conditions. This suggests that both of our upper bound and lower
bound analysis are relatively tight.
This work can be regarded as an extension of the standard minimax framework since we allow the performance of the estimator to vary for different underlying distributions, according to the pre-defined prior. The framework we study
here is closely related to the concept of adaption in the statistical literature. At
the conceptual level, both seek to find locally near optimal estimators around
any possible true underlying distribution within the class.
This paper also shows that in theory, the Gibbs algorithm is better behaved
than (possibly penalized) empirical risk minimization that picks an estimator
to minimize the (penalized) empirical risk. In particular, for certain problems
such as density estimation and regression, the Gibbs algorithm can achieve the
best possible convergence rate under relatively mild assumptions on the prior
structure. However, it is known that for non-parametric problems, empirical risk
minimization can lead to sub-optimal convergence rate if the covering number
grows too rapidly (or in our case, prior decays too rapidly) when  (the size of
the covering ball) decreases [1].
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